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Designer Spotlight

We are excited to feature our amazing design team member, Yoonsun Hur! 
Please give her a warm welcome and enjoy getting to know her!

1. What motivated you to start making cards and begin stamping?
I first stepped into the world of paper craft 5 years ago. In December 2012, 
I wanted to make a one-and- only Christmas card for a very special client 
(I currently work as a graphic designer). I began searching the internet for 
ideas. It was then when my eyes opened to the world of handmade cards, 
and I instantly fell in love with its beauty.

2. How did you fall in love with Altenew?
I still remember the exact moment I saw the Vintage Roses Stamp Set. I was 
shocked! I can’t tell how surprised I was.. that was so super striking! Yeah.. it 
was love at first sight when I saw the Vintage Roses Stamp Set!!

3. Your watercoloring is amazing! Do you have a favorite watercolor 
medium? Please share some tips on using them!
Thank you so much! I love Distress lines; inks, markers, and even reinkers in 
particular. Distress colors are kind of unique. for example, Festive Berries is 
red but not just red. It describes the ripest berries pretty well. How can I not 
love Distress colors? Haha! Some tips for watercoloring.. well.. I leave a tiny 
amount of white space when I color flower petals, leaves, etc.. (See below) I 
don’t know why but it looks more artistic than coloring the whole space.
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4. Do you have a specific style that you are comfortable with or like to 
stick to?
You already know, haha! I love to make colorful cards using watercolors. I 
rarely try other styles. I like my comfort zone but I think I need to try others 
(and card-making videos, maybe?) starting this year. :D

5. Can you share a favorite card you made previously using Altenew 
products?
This one I made back in 2015. I created my own vertical stripes with 
watercolors and used my most favorite Vintage Roses Stamp Set! I love all 
of my Altenew cards but this is definitely one of my favorites!!

6. This is just for fun! If you can choose only three crafting supplies for the 
rest of your life, what would you choose?
Oh, only three for the rest of my life, it is a really tough question! Hmm.. I 
probably choose Altenew flower stamps, Distress inks, Water brush. If this 
happens, you will see that I do something on the wall because I don’t have 
papers, lol!!
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